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11.1
Weather extremes in the past 140 years in a historical reanalysis data set
Brönnimann Stefan
Institute of Geography and Oeschger Centre for Climate Change Research, University of Bern, Hallerstr. 12, 3012 Bern (stefan.broennimann@env.ethz.ch)
Information on weather extremes is important for stakeholders. Because extremes are rare by definition, conventional
meteorological data sets often contain only few events and hence there is a need for extending these data sets back in time.
Recently, a global reanalysis has been performed that provides six-hourly 3-dimensional data back to 1870 based on the
assimilation of only surface pressure data (Compo et al. 2010, see: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.20thC_
ReanV2.html).
The suitability of the new data sets for studying extremes (and eventually changes thereof) needs to be assessed. In my
presentation I will show some selected extreme events from this data set and compare the results with available in-situ
observations, focusing on storms, cold air outbreaks, and heat-waves. In general, a good agreement between historical
information and the reanalysis is found at northern midlatitudes. The agreements is worse in other parts of the globe, and
there are systematic biases that need to be accounted for. Nevertheless, the data set provides a unique source of information that will find a wide range of applications from atmospheric sciences to impact modelling.

REFERENCES
Compo, G.P., J.S. Whitaker, P.D. Sardeshmukh, N. Matsui, R.J. Allan, X. Yin, B.E. Gleason, R.S. Vose, G. Rutledge, P.
Bessemoulin, S. Brönnimann, M. Brunet, R.I. Crouthamel, A.N. Grant, P.Y. Groisman, P.D. Jones, M. Kruk, A.C. Kruger,
G.J. Marshall, M. Maugeri, H.Y. Mok, Ø. Nordli, T.F. Ross, R.M. Trigo, X. Wang, S.D. Woodruff, S.J. Worley (2010) The
Twentieth Century Reanalysis Project. Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. (submitted)

11.2
Detection of Eyjafjoll volcano ash at Jungfraujoch, Switzerland
Bukowiecki Nicolas1, Zieger Paul1, Hüglin Christoph2, Weingartner Ernest1, Baltensperger Urs1
1
2

Laboratory of Atmospheric Chemistry, Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland (nicolas.bukowiecki@psi.ch)
Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology

The Eyjafjoll volcano ash plume was detected at the Jungfraujoch during three episodes in April and March 2010. The
large variety of aerosol properties being measured continuously at the Jungfraujoch (including mass and number concentration, cloud condensation nuclei, size distribution, as well as light absorption and scattering coefficients) will help for
an in-depth physical and chemical characterization of the airborne volcanic ash.

Figure 1. The size distribution of volcanic ash at the Jungfraujoch. The indicated diameter axis represents the mobility diameter for
dp<0.3 µm and the corrected OPC diameter1 for dp>0.3 µm.
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11.3
Simple approaches to the evaluation of net radiation and reference evapotranspiration
Calanca Pierluigi1, Philipona Rolf2, Trebejo Irene3, Alarcón Velazco Constantino
Agroscope Reckenholz-Tänikon ART, Environmental Resources and Agriculture, Reckenholzstrasse 191, CH-8046 Zurich
(pierluigi.calanca@art.admin.ch)
2
Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology MeteoSwiss, Aerological Station, CH-1530 Payerne
3
Servicio Nacional de Meteorología e Hidrología, SENAMHI, Casilla 11 1308, Lima 11, Perú
1

Net radiation (NR) and the so-called reference evapotranspiration (ETo) are key variables in agrometeorology, providing the
basis for the assessment of crop water requirements and irrigation needs. Standard methods are available for inferring NR
and computing ETo from routinely observed meteorological data. Many of them have been developed and tested with respect to environmental conditions as found at low altitudes. In the context of climate change and its impacts on agriculture there is, however, an increasing necessity for applying such methods to mountain areas. These have been identified
as among the most vulnerable environments and have for this reason become the focus of several research programmes
such as e.g. the Climate Change Adaptation Programme in Peru (PACC), initiated by the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC) in 2008, and the EU funded project ACQWA.
In this contribution we review simple approaches to the evaluation of NR and ETo on a daily time scale with a potential
for application in mountain areas and impact studies. Examples are drawn from our investigations in the Swiss Alps and
Peruvian Andes. Concerning NR we consider both methodologies that address the shortwave and longwave radiative f luxes
individually, as well as the possibility to simply express NR as a linear function of global radiation. Several studies from
the 1960s but also radiation data from various sources, including a 10-year field experiment conducted on the Swiss
Plateau and the Alpine Surface Radiation Budget (ASRB) network, indicate that the latter approximation is quite robust
and applicable in many circumstances. However, little has been done in the past to consider cloudless and cloudy conditions separately.
Regarding ETo, we focus our attention on the Penman-Monteith equation and its adiabatic term, i.e. the contribution
arising from the vapour pressure deficit (VPD) of the air. While the computation of the VPD from routine weather observations is unproblematic, the way in which the VPD could be affected by climate change is only rarely considered in impact studies, given that projections for either the changes in vapour pressure or relative humidity are normally overlooked. In this case, simplified expression essentially relying only on temperature can at least provide means for conducting sensitivity studies.

11.4
Dynamics of abrupt climatic change over the climate regions in Nigeria.
Ediang Okuku Archibong, Ediang Aniekan Archibong
Research Division, Nigeria Meteorological Agency, pmb 1215, Oshodi Lagos, Nigeria. (ediang2000@yahoo.com)
The paleoclimate record of past environmental change clearly shows that the instrumental record contains only a subset
of possible climate system behavior. This is highlighted, for example, by paleclimatic evidence that the climate system
repeatedly switches, in a matter of years to decades especially between significantly different climatic modes.
Climate change is overviewed over the climate regions in Nigeria using a 48years (1961 – 2009) climatological data of air
temperature (0600utc – 1400 utc) minimum and maximum temperature and relative humidity (0900utc) for forty five
stations.
The climatic regions are sahel savannah, sudan savannah, Guinea savannah, tropical rainforest and mangrove swamp. The
result generally showed increased in temperature over the decades and decrease in relative humidity.
In conclusion, although the significance of past abrupt climatic changes is heightened by the act that they cannot be
studied using instrumental data, and because their origins are poorly understood. Careful work is needed to map out the
spatial – temporal patterns of change associated with past abrupt events that occur in the climatic regions in Nigeria, how
to determine their causes, and also how to determine if they are predictable.
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11.5
Schneefrühwarnungen in den Schweizer Alpen
Hächler P.
MeteoSchweiz, Krähbühlstr. 58, 8044 Zürich
Seit über 10 Jahren erlässt MeteoSchweiz, der nationale Wetterdienst, Warnungen vor Starkschneefällen. Sie dienen dazu,
die Lawinensituation rechtzeitig einzuschätzen, insbesondere im Falle von Ereignissen, die auch Dörfer und
Verbindungsrouten gefährden können. Das SLF, Fachleute für Verkehrswege sowie Krisenverantwortliche stützen ihre
Entscheidungen darauf ab.
Prognosen von seltenen Ereignissen sind aber naturgemäss mit sehr vielen Schwierigkeiten beladen. Der Vortrag zeigt
verschiedene Aspekte dazu auf: die Rolle spezieller Wetterlagen, klimatologische Überlegungen, Prognosemethoden und
Erfolgszahlen.

11.6
Simulating the dispersion of the Eyjafjalla volcanic ash plume over Europe
Henne Stephan1, Brunner Dominik1
1

Empa, , Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology (stephan.henne@empa.ch)

Air traffic over Europe came to a stand still following the eruption of the Eyjafjalla volcano on Iceland. In this situation,
aviation had to rely upon the model simulations and advice given by the Volcanic Ash Advisory Center responsible for the
north Atlantic f light corridor that is hosted by the UK MetOffice in London (VAAC London). As an independent source of
information Empa provided model forecasts of volcanic ash concentrations over Europe to the Swiss Federal Office of Civil
Aviation using the Lagrangian Particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl, et al., 2005) driven by NCEP/GFS forecasts. In
this paper we analyze the challenges encountered when simulating the dispersion of a volcanic ash plume in the atmosphere. We compare the VAAC advisory charts with our model predictions and satellite products. Furthermore, results
taken from an optimized simulation are shown that relies on information not available during the event (ECMWF analysis wind fields, quality controlled plume heights, and absolute ash mass emissions). This simulation is driven by volcanic
ash emissions as derived from observed initial plume
heights and a one-dimensional volcanic plume model
(Mastin, 2007). Results are quantitatively compared
with in-situ observations of particle mass from the
high-altitude observatories Jungfraujoch, Switzerland,
and Zugspitze, Germany. In addition, the qualitative
correspondence of our simulations with satellite data
and ground-based in-situ measurements is demonstrated. Concluding remarks will draw attention to future
developments in forecasting volcanic ash concentrations and in particular the need for more accurate and
detailed information on the initial plume characteristics.

Figure 1. Total column of simulated volcanic ash aerosol at
2010-04-16 23:00.

REFERENCES
Mastin, L. G., 2007. A user-friendly one-dimensional model for wet volcanic plumes, Geochemistry Geophysics
Geosystems 8, Q03014, doi:10.1029/2006GC001455.
Stohl, A., Forster, C., Frank, A., Seibert, P. and Wotawa, G., 2005. Technical note: The Lagrangian particle dispersion
model FLEXPART version 6.2, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics 5, 2461-2474.
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11.7
Aircraft and ground based CH4 measurement of a high moor in
Switzerland
Rebecca V. Hiller1, Jacqueline Stieger1, Bruno Neininger2, Nina Buchmann1, Werner Eugster1
1
2

Institute of Plant, Animal and Agroecosystem Sciences, ETH Zürich, Universitätsstrasse 2, CH-8092, Zürich (hillerr@ethz.ch)
MetAir, AG, CH- 8915 Hausen am Albis

Wetlands are the largest natural methane source at the global scale, contributing 20-60% to the total CH4 emissions
(Zhuang and Reeburgh, 2008). Aircraft based measurements bare the advantage to observe a larger area than a single f lux
tower, allowing conclusions on a regional scale (Oechel et al. 1998). Thus, to assess the source strength of a typical mid
latitude high moor, we conducted several f lights over the high moor near Rothenthurm (SZ), covering f light levels of 50
m up to 400 m a.g.l. During the f lights, we continuously measured the CH4 concentration by a Fast Methane Analyzer (Los
Gatos Research Inc, Mountain View (CA), USA) plus many other environmental variables, such as wind, temperature, humidity, CO2. Complementary, ground based concentrations of CH4, CO2 and H2O were measured by a Fast Greenhouse Gas
Analyzer (Los Gatos Research Inc., Mountain View (CA), USA) at 1 Hz mounted on a bicycle trailer. The cycling route was
recorded by a GPS unit. Additionally, we quantified the soil moisture at various locations. Ground based CH4 measurements ranged between 1.75 and 9.46 ppm (q25=1.82 ppm, q50=1.85 ppm, q75=1.87 ppm) where highest concentrations were
observed next to a manure heap. On August 19th, the wind pattern was dominated by the local wind system and we observed a slight concentration gradient along the valley axis with increasing methane concentration the longer the air
travelled over the moor. More preliminary results from the three f light days during the second part of August 2010 will
be presented.

REFERENCES
Zhuang, Q. & Reeburgh, W. S. 2008: Introduction to special section on Synthesis of Recent Terrestrial Methane Emission
Studies, J. Geophys. Res., doi: 10.1029/2008JG000749
Oechel, W. C.; Vourlitis, G. L.; Brooks, S.; Crawford, T. L. & Dumas, E. 1998: Intercomparison among chamber, tower, and
aircraft net CO2 and energy f luxes measured during the Arc System Science Land-Atmosphere-Ice Interactions (ARCSSLAII) Flux Study, J. Geophys. Res., doi: 10.1029/1998JD200015

11.8
Monitoring atmospheric water vapor in the Zermatt region with GNSS
Hurter Fabian1, Perler Donat1, Geiger Alain1
1

Institut f. Geodäsie u. Photogrammetrie, Schafmattstr. 34, 8093 Zürich (fabian.hurter@geod.baug.ethz.ch)

To take appropriate short time measures to mitigate f lood risks from mountain rivers, the location, time and intensity of
extreme rain events must be known. One of the limiting factors for nowcasting such events with numerical weather prediction models are insufficient initial conditions with respect to water vapor distribution. A method that delivers information on the atmospheric water vapor makes use of GNSS and is a research focus at the Geodesy and Geodynamics Lab,
ETH Zürich. A recently started project in this field will be presented in this talk.
Water vapor in the atmosphere causes path delays in measurements of GNSS receivers. Deploying a receiver network
allows the 3D retrieval of the atmospheric water vapor from these path delays with a tomographic algorithm. The inversion problem of the water vapor tomography is mixed-determined and hence, needs to be constrained with additional
information. In order to introduce as weak constraints as possible, a very dense network of GNSS receivers is required.
Such a network has been set up in a field campaign in the Zermatt region from the 15th July to the 12th August, 2010 to
investigate the atmosphere above Zermatt.
33 geodetic receivers were placed such as to optimize resolution of the water vapor field. Suitable station locations were
selected on the basis of an a priori error analysis of the tomographic solution. For validation of the water vapor retrieval
by GNSS, 25 radiosondes were launched. In collaboration with the hydrology group of Prof. Burlando we also have access
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to rain gauge measurements along a terrestrial profile in the Zermatt region. The rain gauge measurements together with
the water vapor determined from the GNSS receivers will serve as a basis to investigate the devolution of rain events in an
alpine region and how to make better use of GNSS for nowcasting of extreme rain events.
The focus of this talk will be on the setup of the field campaign and how the station locations were selected. Advantages
and drawbacks of the used algorithm will be discussed and the eventual setup evaluated.

11.9
Climate of the Little Ice Age: A Mediterranean-scale anomaly pattern
with LGM similarities
Kuhlemann Joachim1,2, Raible Christoph C.3, Luterbacher Jürg3,4, Schuster Christina2,5, Krumrei Ingrid2, Reinecker John2,
Kubik Peter6, Westphal Hildegard7
Eidgenössisches Nuklearsicherheitsinspektorat ENSI, Industriestrasse 19, CH-5200 Brugg, KUJ@ensi.ch
Univ. Tübingen, Inst. für Geowissenschaften, Sigwartstr. 10, D-72076 Tübingen, vorname.name@uni.tuebingen.de
3
Univ. Bern, Climate and Environmental Physics & Oeschger Center for Climate Change Research, Sidlerstrasse 5 CH-3012 Bern, raible@
climate.unibe.ch
4
Univ. Giessen, Inst. für Geographie, Senckenbergstrasse 1, D-35390 Giessen, Juerg.Luterbacher@geogr.uni-giessen.de
5
TU München, Fachgebiet für Ökoklimatologie, Hans-Carl-von-Carlowitz-Platz 2, D-85354 Freising-Weihenstephan, christina.schuster@wzw.tum.de
6
ETH Zurich, Institute of Particle Physics, HPK H30, CH-8093 Zurich, kubik@phys.ethz.ch
7
Univ. Bremen, MARUM, Leobener Straße, 28359 Bremen, hildegard.westphal@uni-bremen.de
1
2

Mediterranean paleoclimate reconstructions for the late Maunder Minimum (1675-1715), the most likely coldest period
within the Little Ice Age (LIA), point to 0.5 to 1°C colder and slightly wetter conditions compared to today (Frank et al. 2010).
Here, we present evidence of a Mediterranean key region which experienced anomalously cold and wet conditions during
the LIA and other cold spells of the Holocene. The results shed new light on atmospheric circulation during the LIA and
expose some similarities with the preferential winterly meridional atmospheric circulation during cold spells, including
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
The special role of the Mediterranean climatic key region of Corsica and presumably the Gulfs for Genoa and Lion is evident from the enormous f luctuation of the climatic snowline, reconstructed from niche glacier advances and their equilibrium line altitude (ELA). During the coldest phase of the LIA, the ELA was situated as low as 2200 m a.s.l. in the center
of the island Corsica. In comparison, the recent ELA (1961-1990) is situated at about 2800 m in the coldest and wettest spot
of Corsica (Kuhlemann et al. 2008), which demonstrates ELA f luctuation in the range of 600 m. The regional ELA distribution pattern in Corsica at present and during several cold spells of the LIA are very similar.
At Mediterranean scale, the ELA depression in Corsica merges into a branch which extends across southern Italy towards
Montenegro. We assume a more frequent generation of Genoa cyclones and probably also more frequent invasion of polar
air in the mid troposphere (500 hPa level appr. 5500 m above sea level) to explain this ELA depression.
Global climate modelling (GCM) yields the highest late Holocene potential for glacier advances in the 17th century in the
western Mediterranean, In the eastern and western parts of the Mediterranean, cold spells are partly out of phase, due to
internal variability of the climate. An increase of cyclone activity during the Maunder Minimum is also found in climate
model simulations.
In the western Mediterranean the difference between the 1000-hPa and 500-hPa geopotential height shows negative anomalies north of Spain in winter and Genoa in spring and positive anomalies over Iceland and the Caspian Sea. The jet
stream (zonal wind in the 300 hPa level) is shifted southwards over the western Mediterranean, suggesting that it more
frequently meandered to the south during periods favourable for glacier growth.

REFERENCES
Frank, D.C., J. Esper, C.C. Raible, U. Buentgen, V. Trouet, B. Stocker nad, F. Joos 2010: Ensemble reconstruction constraints
on the global carbon cycle sensitivity to climate, Nature, 463, 527-530.
Kuhlemann, J., Krumrei, I., Rohling E., Kubik, P., Ivy-Ochs S., Kucera, M. 2008: Regional synthesis of Mediterranean
atmospheric circulation during the Last Glacial Maximum. Science 321, 1338-1340.
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11.10
Airborne observation of the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash plume over Switzerland
Bruno Neininger 1) 2) Boris Schneider 1) and David Oldani 1)
1) METAIR AG, Hausen am Albis
2) ZHAW – Zurich University of Applied Sciences
When it became clear on April 16 that the ash plume (actually over northern Europe) might reach Switzerland on an
eastern trajectory (e.g. NOAA HYSPLIT), the staff of METAIR decided to try a measurement with the existing configuration
of our small research aircraft (Neininger et al., 2004 and 2001), which included a MetOne optical particle counter for particles of the optical diameter >0.3 and >0.5 mm. These f lights up to 6 km altitude allowed collecting the only in-situ data
from the ash layer over the continent for the beginning of the episode in April. Surprisingly for us – the initial motivation
was pure curiosity - the data was then also used for decision making, which expedited the opening of the Swiss air space
on April 20, and prevented another closing on May 9. After the first phase in April, the data quality was improved for the
second phase in co-operation with PSI (additional Grimm OPC with an optimised intake). Based on these additional f lights,
the data was also improved for the first phase, with an estimate on the mass concentration. Other parameters like CO,
CO2, O3 (and the sulphurous smell in the cloud on April 17) helped to characterise the plume.

Figure 1. Flights from April-17, crossing the plume (blue balloons) when f lying up and down over
Eastern Switzerland (backward trajectories red/
blue/green)

REFERENCES
Neininger, B. (2004): AN UPDATE ON METAIR’S MULTI-PARAMETER RESEARCH AIRCRAFT EMS Annual Meeting Abstract
EMS04A-00261, Vol. 1, 00261, 2004, European Meteorological Society.
Neininger, B., W. Fuchs, M. Bäumle, A.Volz-Thomas, A.S.H. Prévôt, and J. Dommen (2001): A small aircraft for more than
just ozone: MetAir’s ‘Dimona’ after ten years of evolving development. Proceedings of the 11th Symposium on
Meteorological Observations and Instrumentation. Albuquerque, NM, USA, 14-19 January 2001, pp 123-128.

11.11
Water vapor retreival with parameterized GPS tomography: Longterm
study in Switzerland
D. Perler, A. Geiger, M. Rothacher
Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry, ETH Zurich, Schafmattstrasse 34, HPV G56, 8093 Zürich
Can nonconstant parameterization of the grid voxels decrease systematic errors in tomographic reconstruction of the
water vapor field in the troposphere? Investigations of different grid resolutions have show that best results are achieved
with a vertically highly resolved grid (43 layers). A challange in working with such highly resolved grids is to cope with
the increasing illposedness of the system. Usually the system is stabilized with pseudoobservations.
However increasing the grid resolution decreases the relative information content comming from actual observations. To
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avoid this we use nonconstant parameterized voxels, which provides a smooth transition between voxels and achives results with a similar qualtity as with constant parameterized voxels, but with a coarser resolved grid.
Investigations with 1 year of data have shown that the use of nonconstant parameterization can decrease the rms and the
standard deviation by 13.5% and 17.8%, respectively. Improvements are especially observed at low altitudes (below 3000
m) where a decrease of the rms of 30% is observed. At altitudes above 3000 m, the constant parameterized method achieves slighly better results than the nonconstant parameterized ones.

11.12
Modelling global emissions of bacteria and fungal spores acting as ice nuclei
Sesartic Ana1, Dallafior Tanja1, Storelvmo Trude2, Lohmann Ulrike1
1
2

Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH Zurich, Universitätstrasse 16, CH-8092 Zurich (ana.sesartic@env.ethz.ch)
Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, 210 Whitney Ave., USA-06520-8109 New Haven (CT)

Primary biological aerosols, like bacteria and fungal spores, have been shown in laboratory studies to be efficient ice nuclei (IN) and an important component of the biological aerosol population in the atmosphere (Diehl et al., 2006; Kieft,
1988; Jaenicke et al., 2007). It is necessary to know their global emissions in order to investigate their potential impact on
clouds and precipitation.
Bacteria in general and those with ice nucleating abilities in particular are commonly found on plant leaves (Lindemann
et al., 1982), which aids in determining global bacteria concentrations depending on different plant functional types.
Plant functional types and their seasonally changing leaf area index from the JSBACH dynamic vegetation model (Raddatz
et al., 2007) were combined with observed near surface bacteria concentrations (Burrows et al., 2009a), which served as
an input for ECHAM5-HAM general circulation model (GCM) (Lohmann et al., 2007) for an online calculation of bacteria
emissions. A fraction of the bacteria (10%) is considered to initiate ice formation by serving as ice nuclei.
A review of available fungal spore concentration data has been undertaken by Dallafior (2010). Those data from literature
have been assigned to an ecosystem and converted to surface f luxes. The f luxes have been calculated off line based on
ecosystem areas from JSBACH and fungal spore properties (e.g. mass, density).
The average global fungal spore number concentrations were found to be two orders of magnitudes lower than the modelled average number concentrations of bacteria (106 m-3) and mineral dust (108 m-3).
Results from the ECHAM5-HAM with bacteria serving as IN will be shown in this talk. Here the inf luence of bacteria on
mixed-phase clouds will be highlighted. Also the fungal spore emissions will be compared with emissions from bacteria
and mineral dust.

REFERENCES
Burrows, S. M. et al. 2009a: Bacteria in the global atmosphere – Part 1: Review and synthesis of literature data for
different ecosystems, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 9263–9280.
Dallafior, T. 2010: Global Fungal Spore Emissions. Review and Synthesis of Literature Data. Bachelor Thesis at IAC ETH Zürich.
Diehl, K. et al. 2006: Numerical sensitivity studies on the impact of aerosol properties and drop freezing modes on the
glaciation, microphysics, and dynamics of clouds, J. Geophys. Res., 111, D07202.
Kieft, T. L. 1988: Ice nucleation activity in lichens, Applied & Env. Microbiol., 54, (7), 1678–1681.
Jaenicke, R. et al. 2007: Omnipresence of biological material in the atmosphere, Environ. Chem., 4, 217–220.
Jacobson, M. Z. & Streets, D. G. 2009: Inf luence of future anthropogenic emissions on climate, natural emissions and air
quality, J. Geophys. Res., 114, D08118.
Lindemann, J. et al. 1982: Plants as sources of airborne bacteria, including ice nucleation-active bacteria, Applied & Env.
Microbiol., 44, (5), 1059–1063.
Lohmann, U. et al. 2007: Cloud microphysics and aerosol indirect effects in the global climate model ECHAM5-HAM,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 7, 3425–3446.
Raddatz, T. J. et al. 2007: Will the tropical land biosphere dominate the climate-carbon cycle feedback during the twentyfirst century?, Clim. Dyn., 29 (6), 565–574.
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11.13
High resolution climate change data for Austria until 2040
Strauss Franziska1, Formayer Herbert2, Asamer Veronika1 & Schmid Erwin1
Institut für Nachhaltige Wirtschaftsentwicklung, Universität für Bodenkultur Wien, Feistmantelstraße 4, A-1180 Wien
(franziska.strauss@boku.ac.at)
2
Institut für Meteorologie, Universität für Bodenkultur Wien, Peter-Jordan-Straße 82, A-1190 Wien
1

The relatively poor spatial resolution of General Circulation Models (GCMs) restricts the usefulness of results to global and
continental scales. To model weather developments on regional scales, various methods have been developed which are
commonly dubbed as “Downscaling-Methods”. In this case, downscaling means to transfer the information of the GCM to
finer spatial and temporal scales. Scenarios of GCMs as well as of Regional Climate Models (RCMs) imply many uncertainties arising from:
I) different initializations and parameterizations (many climate components or interactions in the atmosphere can
only be assessed by simplified calculations)
II) assumptions on economic and population growths as well as on possible impacts of new technologies, and
III) greenhouse gas emissions resulting from assumptions made in ii).
As an alternative to RCMs, we have developed a daily climate change dataset for Austria and the period from 2008 to 2040
with temporal and spatial resolution of one day and one km2 using linear regression and bootstrapping methods. The representation of spatial frames and temporal variations are important in climate modeling, because regions often show a
wide range of different climate patterns (Böhm, 2006). We think that local variations and the development of regional
climates in the next three decades can be better captured in statistical climate change models using historical meteorological data than by downscaling.
The aim of this article is to present a statistical climate change model to develop a spectrum of high resolution climate
change data for Austria until 2040. Hence, daily meteorological data from 34 weather stations and the period 1975-2007
have been used to construct 60 spatial climate clusters with homogeneous climates with respect to mean annual precipitation sums and temperatures in the period 1961-1990 (Auer et al. 2000). We have performed regression model analyses
to compute a set of daily climate change data for each climate cluster (Figure 1). The integral parts of our regression model
are i) the extrapolation of the observed linear temperature trend from 1975 to 2007 using an average national trend of
~0.05 °C per year, derived from a homogenized dataset (Auer et al. 2007), and ii) the repeated bootstrapping of temperature residuals and of observations for solar radiation, precipitation, relative humidity, and wind speed to ensure consistent
spatial and temporal correlations (Strauss et al. 2010). This bootstrapping procedure has been performed for all weather
parameters based on the observed climate variations in the period 1975-2007. To account for a wider range of precipitation patterns, we have also developed precipitation scenarios including higher or lower annual precipitation sums, as well
as unchanged annual precipitation sums with seasonal redistribution. These precipitation scenarios, together with the
bootstrapped scenarios of temperature, solar radiation, relative humidity and wind speed constitute our climate change
spectrum for Austria until the year 2040.
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Figure 1. Climate clusters in Austria between 1975 and 2007 (upper left), and between 2008 and 2040 (upper right), as well as with 20%
lower annual precipitation sums (lower left), and with 20% higher annual precipitation sums (lower right). For example, the climate
cluster 509 (500+9) represents annual precipitation sums between 400 mm and 500 mm and mean annual temperatures between 8.5 °C
and 9.5 °C. Red dots indicate the locations of the respective weather stations.
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NCCR Climate related research at MeteoSwiss - The Swiss climate of
today and tomorrow
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Climate change affects Europe and Switzerland in particular. There is a demand and a social responsibility to present information about specific changes and possible adaptations. As a governmental office one of our roles is to provide high
quality climate information on the past, current and future conditions to the public, research and decision makers in federal offices, policy and private sector. MeteoSwiss is developing the scientific basis to create such an information framework bundling resources from different external fundings and a substantial internal contribution. MeteoSwiss is an active
member of the C2SM (Center for Climate Systems Modeling) and participant of various research projects, in particular of
the SNF NCCR Climate (Swiss National Center of Competence In Research – Climate), COST-Actions and projects funded by
the European Union.
The project will provide climate background information to answer questions about the effect of climate change in
Switzerland in the future: Will there be palm trees in Lucerne in 30 years? Will there be more f loods causing damages?
Will agriculture profit from the new conditions? And what about today’s climate: What precipitation field could cause a
major f lood event? Is a Swiss harvest at danger in the upcoming weeks?
The research project at MeteoSwiss runs from 2009 until 2012 and is divided into four subprojects: Preclim, BiotoP,
CombiPrecip and Euro4M. Preclim will provide climate scenarios for Switzerland for the current century based on regional
climate models. BiotoP will link climate change scenario data to the pest models, in order to investigate the potential threat of plant diseases under conditions of a changing climate. The idea behind CombiPrecip is to combine information
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from the two classical rainfall measurements – radar and rain gauges – with statistical methods for climatological and
near-real time applications such as hydrology. EURO4M will provide a new high-resolution daily gridded Alpine wide precipitation data set over the last 40 years based on rain gauge observations.
According to the key areas defined by the Stern Review (Stern et al., 2006), it is our goal to provide high resolution climate data (Euro4M, CombiPrecip) and to refine climate scenarios for user needs (BiotoP, PreClim) in order to link the scientific community with real world applications.
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Parameters of solar irradiance are of great importance in many fields of application which demand data of high temporal
and spatial resolution. For example, such data are required in agricultural- and hydrological models to calculate the daily
available solar energy and its variability, and to assess trends in climatic conditions.
The distribution of sunshine duration in Switzerland is spatially highly structured and markedly inf luenced by weather
phenomena related to the topography (e.g. low-level stratus in winter, topographically triggered clouds in summer).
Operational surface station networks are hardly able to resolve the fine-scale patterns associated with such phenomena.
The aim of the present study is to develop and test a new method for the spatial analysis (gridding) of daily relative sunshine duration, which combines surface station measurements with satellite data. Input for the method are in-situ measurements from 77 SwissMetNet stations and a 5-year data set of a Heliosat Clear-Sky Index (CSI, resolution 2 km) derived
from Meteosat Second Generation albedo measurements.
The combination of measurements from the two observation platforms is accomplished by extracting dominant patterns
of sunshine variability via Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of suitably transformed CSI satellite data. These patterns
are determined individually for each season and reveal physically plausible sunshine patterns associated with recurring
weather situations in Switzerland including their pertinent km-scale structures. Subsequently, the PCA patterns are used
as explanatory variables in a kriging model with external drift (KED). The spatial covariance structure of KED was modeled
by climatological variograms for each calendar month. The design of the method is such that satellite information enters
in a statistical sense only and hence the method can be applied for pre-satellite periods without restriction. The final settings of the method were carefully chosen from detailed considerations of test cases, and systematic evaluations.
Specific and systematic evaluation showed the method’s ability to interpolate station measurements for days with various
cloudiness distributions reasonably. Leave-one-out cross-validation yields a median mean absolute error of about 10 %
relative sunshine duration during winter and about 7.5 % during summer. Explained spatial variance varies considerably
from day to day, typically between 50-80 % in winter and between 40-70 % in summer. Comparisons with a reference
kriging setup, which uses no satellite data, highlight the added value of the combination. While the average skill differs
only slightly, the combination is especially more skillful than the reference on days when the reference method has a poor
skill. The benefit from satellite information is particularly evident in cases when the relative sunshine distribution is inf luenced by small-scale topographic features, not resolved by the station network, such as situations with low-level stratus.
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The analysis method is applied to conduct experiments with different station networks. Results suggest that network size
and configuration (location of stations) play a crucial role for the quality of the daily spatial analysis. Interpolation quality improves with increasing station density. Moreover, a scheme is proposed to find “optimal” network configurations
from the satellite data (via rotation of principal components), which would yield more accurate spatial analyses compared
to the actual station network for this specific parameter and temporal resolution.
The new analysis method will become part of the operational gridding suite at MeteoSwiss.

Figure 1: Sample day (30 December 2008), when a low-level stratus was extending over the Swiss Plateau. Comparisons between gridded
fields from a reference method (a), the newly derived combination method (b) and the satellite CSI field (c). Circles denote stations used
for the interpolation, colors indicate measured/estimated relative sunshine duration (%) for panels a and b.
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